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Abstra t. Program re nements from an abstra t to a on rete model
empower designers to reason e e tively in the abstra t and ar hite ts to
implement e e tively in the on rete. For re nements to be useful, they
must not only preserve fun tionality properties but also dependability
properties. In this paper, we fo us our attention on re nements that
preserve the property of stabilization.
We distinguish between two types of stabilization-preserving re nements
| atomi ity re nement and semanti s re nement | and study the former. Spe i ally, we present a stabilization-preserving atomi ity re nement from a model where a pro ess an atomi ally a ess the state of
all its neighbors and update its own state, to a model where a pro ess
an only atomi ally a ess the state of any one of its neighbors or atomi ally update its own state. (Of ourse, orre tness properties, in luding
termination and fairness, are also preserved.)
Our re nement is based on a low-atomi ity, bounded-spa e, stabilizing solution to the dining philosophers problem. It is readily extended
to: (a) solve stabilization-preserving semanti s re nement, (b) solve the
drinking philosophers problem, and ( ) allow further re nement into a
message-passing model.

1 Introdu tion
Con urrent programming involves reasoning about the interleaving of the exe ution of multiple pro esses running simultaneously. On one hand, if the grain of
atomi (indivisible) a tions of a on urrent program is assumed to be oarse, the
number of possible interleavings is kept small and the program design is made
?
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simple. On the other hand, if the program is to be eÆ iently implemented, its
atomi a tions must be ne-grain. This motivates the need for re nements from
high-atomi ity programs to low-atomi ity programs.
Atomi ity re nement must preserve the orre tness of the high-atomi ity program. In other words, the safety (e.g., invariants) and the liveness (e.g., termination and fairness) properties of that program must also hold in the orresponding
low-atomi ity program. But it is also important to preserve the non-fun tional
properties of the high-atomi ity program. In this paper, we on entrate on renements that, in addition to preserving fun tionality, preserve the property of
stabilization.
Informally speaking, stabilization of a program with respe t to a set of legitimate states implies that upon starting from an arbitrary state, every exe ution
of the program eventually rea hes a legitimate state and thereafter remains in
legitimate states. It follows that a stabilizing program does not ne essarily have
to be initialized and is able to re over from transient failures.
To be fair, our notion of stabilization-preservation atomi ity re nement should
be distinguished from what we all stabilization-preservation semanti s re nement:

{ Atomi ity re nement. In this ase, the atomi ity of program a tions is re ned

from high to low, but the semanti s of on urren y in program exe ution
is not. For instan e, both the high- and low-atomi ity programs may be
exe uted in interleaving semanti s, where only one atomi operation may be
exe uted at a time. Alternatively, both programs may be exe uted in powerset semanti s, where any number of pro esses may ea h exe ute an atomi
a tion at a time, or both in partial-order semanti s, et .
{ Semanti s re nement. In this ase, the semanti s of on urren y in program
exe ution is re ned, but the program atomi ity is not. For instan e, a program in interleaving semanti s may be re ned to exe ute (with identi al
a tions) in power-set semanti s [2℄. The program is more easily reasoned
about in the former semanti s, but more easily implemented in the latter.

An elegant solution for a semanti s re nement problem has been proposed
by Gouda and Haddix [12℄. Their solution does not however a hieve atomi ity
re nement. In this paper, by way of ontrast, we fo us on an atomi ity re nement
problem. But, as an aside, we demonstrate that our solution is appli able for
semanti s re nement as well.
Spe i ally, we onsider atomi ity re nement from a model where a pro ess an
atomi ally a ess the state of all its neighbors and update its own state, to
a model where a pro ess an only atomi ally a ess the state of any one of its
neighbors or atomi ally update its own state. (We also address further re nement
to a message-passing model.) In all models, on urrent exe ution of a tions of
pro esses is in interleaving semanti s.
As an be expe ted, the straightforward division of high-atomi ity a tions
into a sequen e of low-atomi ity a tions does not suÆ e be ause ea h sequen e

may not exe ute in isolation. A simple strategy for re nement, therefore, is to
exe ute ea h sequen e in a mutually ex lusive manner. Of ourse, the me hanism for a hieving mutual ex lusion has to be (i) itself stabilizing, in order for
the re nement to be stabilization-preserving, (ii) in low-atomi ity, sin e the rened program is in low atomi ity, and (iii) bounded spa e, to be implemented
reasonably.
This simple strategy unfortunately su ers from loss of on urren y, sin e
no two pro esses an exe ute sequen es on urrently even if these sequen es
operate on ompletely disjoint state spa es. We are therefore led to solving the
problem of dining philosophers, whi h requires mutual ex lusion only between
\neighboring" pro esses, and thus allows more on urren y.
Although there are a number of stabilizing mutual ex lusion programs in
the literature [4, 5, 11, 15, 18℄, none of them is easily generalized to solve dining
philosophers. Mizuno and Nesterenko [17℄ onsider dining philosophers in order
to solve a problem that has a avor of atomi ity re nement, but their solution
uses in nite variables. It is well-known that bounding the state of stabilizing
programs is often hallenging [3℄. This motivates a new solution to the dining
philosopher's problem whi h satis es the requirements (i)-(iii) above.
Other notable hara teristi s of our re nement in lude: It is sound and omplete ; i.e. every omputation of the low-atomi ity program orresponds to a
unique omputation of the high-atomi ity program, and for every omputation of
the high-atomi ity program there is a omputation of the low-atomi ity program
that orresponds to it. It is xpoint-preserving ; i.e., terminating omputations
of the high-atomi ity program orrespond only to terminating omputations of
the low atomi ity program. It is fairness-preserving ; i.e., weak-fairness of a tion
exe ution is preserved, whi h intuitively implies that the re nement in ludes a
stabilizing, low-atomi ity weakly-fair s heduler.
We des ribe further re nement into a message-passing model. An (unbounded
spa e) transformation from high-atomi ity model into message-passing model is
presented in [16℄. Our solution has bounded spa e omplexity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We de ne the model, syntax, and
semanti s of the programs we use in Se tion 2. We then present a low-atomi ity
bounded-spa e dining philosophers program and prove its orre tness and stabilization properties, in Se tion 3. Next, in Se tion 4, we demonstrate how a highatomi ity program is re ned using our dining philosophers program, and show
the relationship between the re ned program and the original high-atomi ity
program in terms of soundness, ompleteness, and xpoint- and fairness- preservation. We summarize our ontribution and dis uss extensions of our work in
Se tion 5.

2 Model, Syntax, and Semanti s
Model. A program onsists of a set of pro esses and a binary re exive symmetri

relation N between them. The pro esses are assumed to have unique identi ers

1 through n. Pro esses Pi and Pj are alled neighbor pro esses i (Pi ; Pj ) 2 N .
Ea h pro ess in the system onsists of a set of variables, set of parameters, and
a set of guarded ommands (GC).

Syntax of high-atomi ity programs. The syntax of a pro ess Pi has the

form:

pro ess Pi
par hde larationsi
var hde larationsi

[
℄

hguarded

ommandi [℄ : : : [℄ hguarded ommandi

De larations is a omma-separated list of items, ea h of the form:

hlist of namesi : hdomaini
A variable an be updated (written to) only by the pro ess that ontains the
variable. A variable an be read by the pro ess that ontains the variable or by
a neighbor pro ess. We refer to a variable v that belongs to pro ess Pi as vi .
A parameter is used to de ne a set of variables and a set of guarded ommands as one parameterized variable and guarded ommand respe tively. For
example, let a pro ess Pi have parameter j ranging over values 2,5, and 9; then
a parameterized variable x:j de nes a set of variables fx:j j j 2 f2; 5; 9gg and a
parameterized guarded ommand GC:j de nes the set of GCs:
GC:(j := 2) [℄ GC:(j := 5) [℄ GC:(j := 9)

A guarded ommand has the syntax:

hguardi ! h ommandi
A guard is a boolean expression ontaining lo al and neighbor variables. A ommand is a nite omma separated sequen e of assignment statements updating
lo al variables and bran hing statements. An assignment statement an be simple or quanti ed. A quanti ed assignment statement has the form:
(khrange i : hassignmentsi)
quanti ation is a bound variable and the values it ontains. Assignments is
a omma separated list of assignment statements ontaining the bound variable. Similar to parameterized GC, a quanti ed statement represents a set of
assignment statements where ea h assignment statement is obtained by repla ing every o urren e of the bound variable in the assignments by its instan e
from the spe i ed range.

Syntax of low-atomi ity programs. The syntax for the low-atomi ity program is the same as for the high atomi ity program with the following restri tions. The variable de laration se tion of a pro ess has the following syntax:

var

private hde larationsi
publi hde larationsi

A variable de lared as private an be read only by the pro ess that ontains
this variable. A publi variable an also be read by a neighbor pro esses. A
guarded ommand an be either syn h or update. A syn h GC mentions the
publi variables of one neighbor pro ess and lo al private variables only. An
update GC mentions lo al private and publi variables.
Let vi be a private variable of Pi and vj a publi variable of Pj . We say that
vi is an image of vj if there is a syn h guard of pro ess Pi that is enabled when
vi 6= vj and whi h assigns vi := vj and vi is not updated otherwise. The variable
whi h value is opied to the image variable is alled a sour e of the image.

Semanti s. The semanti s of high- and low-atomi ity programs is the same ( f.

[1℄). An assignment of values to variables of all pro esses in the on urrent program is a state of this program. A GC whose guard is true at some state of the
program is enabled at this state. A omputation is a maximal fair sequen e of
steps su h that for ea h state si the state si+1 is obtained by exe uting the ommand of some GC that is enabled at si . The maximality of a omputation means
that no omputation an be a proper pre x of another omputation and the set
of all omputations is suÆx- losed. That is a omputation either terminates in
a state where none of the GCs are enabled or the omputation is in nite. The
fairness of a omputation means that no GC an be enabled in in nitely many
onsequent states of the omputation. A boolean variable is set in some state s
if the value of this variable is true in s, otherwise the variable is leared.
A state predi ate (or just predi ate) is a boolean expression on the state of a
program. A state onforms to some predi ate if this predi ate has value true at
this state. Otherwise, the state violates the predi ate. By this de nition every
state onforms to predi ate true and none onforms to false.
Let P be a program and R and S be state predi ates on the states of P . R
is losed if every state of the omputation of P that starts in a state onforming
R also onforms to R. R onverges to S in P if R is losed in P , S is losed
in P , and any omputation starting from a state onforming to R ontains a
state onforming to S . If true onverges to R, we say that R just onverges. P
stabilizes to R i true onverges to R in P . In the rest of the paper we omit
the name of the program whenever it is lear from the ontext.

3 Dining Philosophers Program
3.1 Des ription
pro ess Pi
par j : (Pi ; Pj ) 2 N
var
publi
readyi
ai :j;

private

: boolean;
: (0::3)

i :j

requesti : boolean;

: boolean;
: (0::3)

ri :j; yi ; j
bi :j; di :j

(dp1)

[

requesti ^ :readyi ^ (8k : ai :k = di :k) ^ (8k > i : :yi :k)

:= true;
(kk > i : yi :k := ri :k;

readyi

[℄

readyi

(dp2)

^ (8 : i = i ) ^ (8
 riti al se tion 
k

=

ai :k

a :k

d :k

!

:= (ai :k + 1) mod 4)

k < i

: :ri :k)

!

=

:= false;
(kk < i : ai :k := (ai :k + 1) mod 4)

readyi

[℄
i :j

(dp3)

[℄
ri :j

(dp4)

6=

bi :j

6=

readyj

i :j

!

:= bi :j

_ (bi :j 6= aj :i) _ (di :j 6=
:= readyj ;
bi :j := aj :i;
di :j := j :i;
ri :j

℄

j :i)

_(

j > i

^:

readyj

^

yi :j

)

!

if j > i ^ :readyj ^ yi :j then yi :j := false

Fig. 1. Dining philosophers pro ess
The dining philosophers problem was rst stated in [8℄. Any pro ess in the
system an request the a ess to a ertain portion of ode alled riti al se tion (CS). The obje tive of the algorithm is to ensure that the following two
properties hold:

safety no two neighbor pro esses have guarded ommands that exe ute CS
enabled in one state;

liveness a pro ess requesting to exe ute CS is eventually allowed to do so.

This se tion des ribes a program DP that solves the dining philosophers
problem. Every pro ess Pi of DP is shown in Figure 1. To refer to a guarded
ommand exe uted by some pro ess we atta h the pro ess identi er to the name
of the guarded ommand shown in Figure 1. For example, guarded ommand
dp1i sets variable readyi . We sometimes use GCs identi ers in state predi ates.
For example, dp1i used in a predi ate means that the guard of this GC is enabled.
Every Pi has the following variables:

{ requesti - abstra ts the rea tion of the environment. It is a read-only vari{
{
{
{

able whi h is used in program omposition in later se tions. Pi wants to
enter its CS if requesti is set.
readyi - indi ates if Pi tries to exe ute its CS. Pi is in CS ontention if
readyi is set.
ri :j - re ords whether Pj is in CS ontention, it is an image of readyj .
yi :j - re ords if Pj requests CS and needs to be allowed to a ess it before Pi
an request its own CS again. It is maintained for ea h Pj su h that j > i;
it is alled the yield variable.
ai :j; bi :j; i :j; di :j - used for syn hronization between neighbor pro esses; they
are alled handshake variables.

The basi idea of the program is: among the neighbor pro esses in CS ontention the one with the lowest identi er is allowed to pro eed. To ensure fairness,
when a pro ess joins CS ontention it re ords the neighbors in CS ontention
with ids greater than its own; after the pro ess exits its CS it is not allowed to
request CS again until the re orded neighbors enter their CS.
Let us onsider neighbor pro esses Pi and Pj and the following sequen e of
handshake variables Hij = hai :j , bj :i, j :i, di :j i. We say that ai :j has a token
if ai :j is equal to di :j . We say that any of the other variables has a token if it
is not equal to the variable pre eding it in Hij . DP is onstru ted so that Hij
forms a ring similar to the a ring used in K-state stabilizing proto ol des ribed
in [9℄.
Every Pi has the following GCs:
dp1i - update GC. When Pi wants to enter CS, it is not in CS ontention,
for every neighbor Pj , ai :j has a token, and yield variables for pro esses
with identi ers greater than i are not set; then Pi sets readyi joining CS
ontention; Pi also sets yield variables for pro esses who are in CS ontention
and in rements ai :j for every Pj with identi er greater than i passing the
token in the handshake sequen e.
Note, that when ai :j olle ts the token again Pj is informed of Pi 's joining
CS ontention, that is rj :i is set. This ensures safety of the program.
dp2i - update GC. When Pi is in CS ontention, every ai :j has the token and
pro esses with smaller identi ers are not in CS ontention then it is safe for
Pi to exe ute its CS. Note, that riti al se tion is put in omments in Figure
1 sin e no a tual CS is exe uted. Pi lears readyi and in rements ai :j for
every Pj with identi er less than i, again passing the tokens.

Note, that when the tokens are olle ted every Pj is informed that Pi exited
CS and yield variable yj :i is leared. This ensures liveness of the program:
Pi annot repeatedly enter CS while Pj is stu k with yj :i set.
dp3i - update GC. It sets i :j equal to bi :j thus passing the token from to d.
dp4i - syn h GC. It passes the tokens from bi :j to i :j and from di :j to ai :j .
dp4i also opies the value of readyj to it's image ri :j and lears the yield
variable yi :j when Pj is not in CS ontention.

3.2 Proof of Corre tness of DP
Stabilization

Let Pu and Pv be any two neighbor pro esses.

Proposition 1.

DP stabilizes to the following predi ate:
there an be one and only one token in Huv

(R1 )

This proposition is proven in the Appendix A.

Lemma 1.

DP stabilizes to the following predi ates:
((u < v ) ^ (au :v = bv :u) ^ readyu ) ) rv :u
((u > v ) ^ (au :v = bv :u) ^ :readyu ) ) :rv :u

(R2 )
(R3 )

By Proposition 1, DP stabilizes to R1 . To prove the lemma we need
to demonstrate that R2 and R3 are losed when R1 holds and that R1 onverges
to R2 and R3 . We prove onvergen e and losure for R2 only. The stabilization
of R3 an be proven similarly.
We show the losure rst. Out of the eight GCs of pro esses Pu and Pv only
dp1u , dp2u and dp4v a e t the variables of the predi ate. dp1u is exe uted only
when au :v = du :v . That is when variable au :v has the token. Sin e R1 holds
there an be no other tokens in the handshake variables. Thus, au :v = bv :u
when dp1u is exe uted. Therefore dp1u sets the ante edent of our predi ate to
false by learing readyu . GC dp2u also sets the ante edent of our predi ate to
false. If dp4v sets the ante edent to true (by setting au :v = bv :u), then the
onsequent is also set to true (sin e rv :u = readyu after the exe ution of dp4v ).
To demonstrate onvergen e we note that when R2 does not hold dp4v is
enabled. When dp4v is exe uted the predi ate holds.
2

Proof:

Lemma 2.

DP stabilizes to the following predi ate:
((u > v ) ^ (au :v = bv :u) ^ :readyu ) ) :yv :u

(R4 )

We show losure rst. The guarded ommands that a e t our predi ate are:
dp1u , dp2u , dp1v and dp4v . dp1u and dp2u set the ante edent to false and
therefore do not violate the predi ate. dp1v a e ts only the onsequent of our

predi ate. By R3 when the ante edent of our predi ate is true, then rv :u =
false. Therefore, when the ante edent is true and dp1v is exe uted, variable
yv :u remains false and our predi ate is not violated.
dp4v an set the onsequent of our predi ate to true only. Also, if dp4v sets
the ante edent of our predi ate to true (by setting au :v = bv :u while readyu =
false) the onsequent of our predi ate must also be true after the exe ution of
dp4v (if readyu is leared before the exe ution of dp4v , yv :u is set to false by
dp4v ).
Similar to Lemma 1 we demonstrate onvergen e by pointing out that when
our predi ate does not hold dp4v is enabled. When dp4v is exe uted the predi ate
holds.
2
We now de ne a predi ate IDP (whi h stands for invariant of DP ) su h
that every omputation of DP that starts at a state onforming to IDP satis es
safety and liveness. IDP is: for every pair of neighbor pro esses R1 ^R2 ^R3 ^R4 .
In other words in every state onforming to IDP , every pair of neighbor pro esses
onforms to every predi ate from the above list.

DP stabilizes to IDP .
Thus every exe ution of DP eventually rea hes a state

Theorem 1.

onforming to IDP .
In the next two subse tions we show that every omputation that starts from a
state onforming to IDP satis es safety and liveness properties.

Safety
Theorem 2 (Safety). In a state onforming to IDP , no two neighbor pro esses
have their guarded ommands that exe ute riti al se tion enabled.
Proof: Let us assume that Pu and Pv are neighbors and u < v. If dp2u is
enabled then au :v = du :v . By R1 this means that au :v = bv :u. If dp2u is enabled
then readyu is set. Therefore (byR2 ) rv :u is also set. When rv :u is set dp2v
annot be enabled.
2
Liveness

For a pro ess Pu and its neighbor Pv the value of the variable au :v is hanged only
when all a variables of pro ess Pu have their tokens. The following observation
an be made on the basis of Proposition 1.

Proposition 2. All a variables of a pro ess eventually get the tokens. That is

a state onforming to: 9v : (Pv ; Pu ) 2 N : au :v 6= du :v is eventually followed by
a state where: 8v : (Pv ; Pu ) 2 N : au :v = du :v

Lemma 3. If a pro ess Pu is in CS ontention it is eventually allowed to exe ute

its CS.

Proof: To prove the lemma we need to show that for any Pu , if readyu is set
then dp2u eventually gets enabled and stays enabled until exe uted.
The proof is by indu tion on the pro ess identi ers. Suppose a pro ess P1
has ready1 set in some state of a omputation. By Proposition 2 all tokens are
eventually olle ted at au s variables and dp21 gets enabled. When ready1 is set
the only ommand that an manipulate the tokens is dp21 . Therefore, au s do not
give up the tokens unless dp21 is exe uted and dp21 stays enabled until exe uted.
Thus, the lemma holds for P1 .
Suppose now that the lemma holds for pro esses with identi ers smaller than
u and Pu has readyu set at some state of a omputation. Again, by Proposition 2,
for any neighbor Pv , au :v gets the token. To demonstrate that dp2u eventually
be omes and stays enabled until it is exe uted we need to show that for any
neighbor Pv su h that v < u, ru :v is eventually leared and never set until dp2u
is exe uted. There an be two ases:
{ readyv is set in in nitely many states of the omputation. By assumption

the lemma holds for Pv . Therefore, every su h state is eventually followed by
a state where readyv is leared. After su h a state readyv is set again. Thus
dp1v and dp2v are exe uted in nitely many times during the omputation.
If readyu is set, eventually rv :u is set as well. When dp1v is exe uted in a
state where rv :u set, this ommand sets yv :u. yv :u is not leared while readyu
(and subsequently rv :u) is set. When yv :u is set dp1v annot be exe uted and
readyv remains leared while readyu is set. If readyv is leared, eventually
ru :v is leared as well. Thus, ru :v stays leared until dp2u is exe uted.
{ readyv is set in only nitely many states of the omputation. In this ase
there is a suÆx of the omputation where readyv is not set in any of the
states. Thus eventually ru :v is leared and remains leared for the rest of the
omputation.

Thus dp2u be omes enabled and it stays enabled until exe uted.

2

Lemma 4. If a pro ess Pu wants to enter its CS it eventually joins CS on-

tention.

Proof:

To prove the lemma we need to show that if requestu is enabled then
dp1u (that sets readyu ) is eventually exe uted. Let us assume that requestu
holds unless readyu . By Proposition 2 for any Pu 's neighbor Pv , au :v eventually
gets the token. When readyu is leared au :v never gives up the token unless dp1u
is exe uted. Therefore, to demonstrate that the dp1u gets enabled we need to
show that for any neighbor Pv su h that v > u, yu :v eventually gets leared.
Note that yu :v is set only when dp1u is exe uted.
There an be only two ases:

{ readyv is set in in nitely many states. By Lemma 3 this implies that readyv

is also leared in in nitely many states as well. Therefore, dp1v is exe uted
in nitely many times. By Predi ate R4 , dp1v an be exe uted only in a state
where yu :v is leared.

{ readyv is set in only nitely many states. In this ase there is a suÆx of

the exe ution where readyv is never set. If yu :v is set then dp4u is enabled.
When dp4u is exe uted yu :v is leared.

2
The following theorem uni es Lemmas 3 and 4.

Theorem 3 (Liveness). If IDP holds, a pro ess that wants to enter its CS is
eventually allowed to do so.

4 The Re nement
4.1 High-Atomi ity Program
pro ess Pi
var xi

[
(h1)

℄

(

gi x i ;

h kj(
x

Pi ; Pk

) 2 N i)

!

xi

:= fi (xi ;

h kj(
x

P i ; Pk

) 2 N i)

Fig. 2. High-atomi ity pro ess
Ea h pro ess Pi of high-atomi ity program (H) is shown in Figure 2. To
simplify the presentation we assume that Pi ontains only one GC. We provide
the generalization to multiple GCs later in the se tion. Ea h Pi of H ontains a
variable xi whi h is updated by h1i . The type of xi is arbitrary. The guard of this
GC is a predi ate gi that depends on the values of xi and variables of neighbors
pro esses. The ommand of h1i assigns a new value to xi . The value is supplied
by a fun tion fi whi h again depends on the previous value of xi as well as on
the values of the variables of the neighbors. Re all, that unlike low-atomi ity
program su h as DP , a GC of H an read any variable of the neighbor pro ess
and update its own variable in one GC.

4.2 Composing DP and

H

To produ e the re nement C of H we superpose additional ommands on the
GCs of DP and demonstrate that C is equivalent to H. Superposition is a type
of program omposition that preserves safety and liveness properties of the underlying program (DP ). C onsists of DP , superposition variables, superposition

ommands and superposition GCs. The superposition variables are disjoint from
variables of DP . Ea h superposition ommand has the following form:

hGC of DPi k h ommandi

The type of ombined GC (syn h or update) is the same as the type of the GC of
DP . The superposition ommands and GCs an read but annot update the variables of DP . They an update the superposed variables. Operationally speaking
a superposed ommand exe utes in parallel (syn hronously) with the GC of DP
it is based upon, and a superposed GC exe utes independently (asyn hronously)
of the other GCs. Refer to [7℄ for more details on superposition. Superposition
preserves liveness and safety properties of the underlying program. In parti ular,
if R is stabilizing for DP it is also stabilizing for C . Thus, IDP is also an invariant
of C .

pro ess Pi
par j : (Pi ; Pj ) 2 N
var
publi xi
private
xi :j;
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Fig. 3. Re ned pro ess
Ea h pro ess Pi of the omposed program (C ) is shown in Figure 3. For
brevity, we only list the superposed variables in the variable de laration se tion.
Besides the xi we add xi :j whi h is an image of xj for every neighbor Pj . Superposed variable requesti is read by DP . Yet it does not violate the liveness
and safety properties of DP sin e no assumptions about this variable was used
when these properties were proven.



The GCs of DP are shown in abbreviated form. We superpose the exe ution
of h1 on dp2. Note that 2 is an update GC. Therefore, the superposed ommand
annot read the value of xj of a neighbor Pj dire tly as h1 does. The image xi :j is
used instead. We superpose opying of the value of xj into xi :j on dp4. Thus, the
images of neighbor variables of H are equal to the sour es when h1 is exe uted
by C . We add a superposition GC 5 that opies the value of xj into xi :j . This
GC ensures that no deadlo k o urs when an image is not equal to its sour e.
requesti is set when one of the images of the superposed variables is found to
be di erent from the sour es or when the guard of h1 evaluates to true ( 6).
requesti is leared after h1 is exe uted.
So far we assumed that H has only one GC. The re ned program an be
extended to multiple GCs. In this ase, 2 has to sele t one of the enabled GCs
of H and exe ute it. 6 has to be enabled when at least one of the GCs of H is
enabled. We prove the orre tness of C assuming that H has only one GC. In a
straightforward manner, our argument an be extended to en ompass multiple
GCs.

4.3 Corre tness of the Re nement
Throughout this se tion we assume that Pu and Pv are neighbor pro esses.

Lemma 5.

C stabilizes to the following predi ates:
((u < v ) ^ (au :v = du :v ) ^ readyu ) ) (xu :v = xv )
((u > v ) ^ :ru :v ) ) (xu :v = xv )

(R5 )
(R6 )

Proof:

To demonstrate the stabilization of these predi ates we show that
they are losed under the assumption that IDP holds and that they onverge.
We show the losure of R5 rst. Of the twelve guarded ommands of Pu and
Pv , the following GCs a e t R5 : 1u , 2u , 4u , 5u , and 2v . 1u and 2u set
the ante edent to false; 4u and 5u set the onsequent to true. If 2v holds at
ertain state then :rv :u. By R2 this implies that at this state the ante edent of
R5 is false. Therefore, the exe ution of 2v does not violate R5 .
To show the losure of R6 we note that only 4u , 5u , and 2v a e t R6 .
Again both 4u and 5u set the onsequent to true. Holding of 2v implies that
the ante edent of R6 is false by R2 .
To demonstrate onvergen e of both predi ates we observe that when either
of them does not hold 5u is enabled and it remains enabled until exe uted.
After 5u is exe uted the predi ates hold.
2
The following orollary an be dedu ed from the lemma.

Corollary 1. If IDP holds, 2 is exe uted only when the images of the neighbor
variables are equal to the sour es. That is:

8(Pu ; Pv ) 2 N :

2u ) (xu :v = x:v )

Lemma 6.

C stabilizes to the following predi ates:
((u < v ) ^ (au :v = bv :u) ^ :readyu ) ) (xu = xv :u)
((u > v ) ^ (au :v = bv :u) ^ readyu ) ) (xu = xv :u)

(R7 )
(R8 )

Proof:

We prove the stabilization of R7 . The stabilization of R8 an be shown
likewise. Similarly to Lemma 5 we demonstrate the stabilization of the R7 by
showing that it is losed under the assumption that IDP holds and that it onverges.
We show the losure rst. Of the twelve guarded ommands of Pu and Pv ,
the following GCs a e t R7 : 1u , 2u , 4v , 5v . 1u and 2u set the ante edent
to false; 4u and 5u set the onsequent to true. Therefore, R7 is not violated.
To demonstrate onvergen e we observe that when R7 does not hold 5u
is enabled and it remains enabled until exe uted. After 5u is exe uted the
predi ate holds.
2
We de ne the invariant for C (denoted IC ) to be the onjun tion of IDP , R5 ,
R6 , R7 , and R8 . On the basis of Theorem 1, Lemma 5, and Lemma ?? we an
on lude:

Theorem 4.

C stabilizes to IC .

Re all, that a global state is by de nition an assignment of values to all the
variables of a on urrent program. If a program is omposed of several omponent
programs, then a omponent proje tion of a global state s is a part of s onsisting
of the assignment of values to the variables used only in one of the omponents of
the program. Stuttering is a sequen e of identi al states. A omponent proje tion
of a omputation is a sequen e of orresponding omponent proje tions of all the
states of the omputation with nite stuttering eliminated. Note, that proje tion
of a omputation does not eliminate an in nite sequen e of identi al states. When
we dis uss a proje tion (of a omputation or a state) of C onto H we omit H
and just say a proje tion of C . A xpoint is a state where none of the GCs of
the program are enabled. Thus, a omputation either ends in a xpoint or it is
in nite.

Proposition 3. Let s be a xpoint of C . The following is true in s:
{
{
{
{
{

au :v = bv :u = v :u = du :v
ru :v = readyv
readyu is leared;
if u < v then yu :v is leared;
xu :v = xv

Theorem 5 (Fixpoint preservation). When IC holds, a proje tion of a xpoint of C is a xpoint of H; and if a omputation of C starts from a state whi h
proje tion is a xpoint of H then this omputation ends in a xpoint.

Let s be a xpoint of C . By Proposition 3, at state s, readyu and yu :v
(if u < v ) are leared, and au :v has the token. Sin e s is a xpoint, 1u is not
enabled, therefore, requestu is leared at s.
Sin e 6u is not enabled and requestu is leared, h1u is not enabled either.
By Proposition 3, xu :v is equal to xv at s. Therefore the proje tion of s does
not have h1 enabled and this proje tion is a xpoint.
We now show that the omputation that starts at a state s1 su h that the
proje tion of s1 is a xpoint this omputation ends in a xpoint. By Corollary
1 if IC holds, xu :v = xv when 2u is exe uted. Thus, if the proje tion of the
initial state of the omputation is a xpoint, h1u is not exe uted during this
omputation. Therefore the proje tion of every state of this omputation is a
xpoint of H.
Sin e the proje tion of every state is a xpoint, eventually there is a state
s1 su h that xu :v = xv . After this, if requestu is leared it is never set. Also,
5u and 6u annot be enabled after s1 . If requestu is set, by Theorem 3, 2u
is eventually exe uted whi h lears readyu and requestu . After requestu is
leared 1u annot be enabled. Therefore readyu is leared throughout the rest
of the omputation. Thus, 2u annot enabled. If 1u and 2u are never exe uted
then eventually au :v = bv :u = v :u = du :v , ru :v = readyv and if u < v then yu :v
is leared. Thus 3u and 4u are disabled and C rea hes a xpoint.
2

Proof:

Let C and H be omputations of C and H respe tively.

Lemma 7. If IC holds and h1u ontinually enabled in the proje tion of C ,
then h1u is eventually exe uted in C .

Proof:

Let s be a state of C su h that h1u is enabled in the proje tion of s.
If requestu is set in s then (by Theorem 3) 2u is eventually exe uted. Let s1
be the state when 2u is exe uted. By Corollary 1, xu :v = xv at s1 . Then, sin e
h1u is enabled in the proje tion of s1 at it is also enabled at s1 . Thus, h1u is
exe uted at s1 .
If requestu is not set in s there an be two ases:

{ every Pv exe utes h1v only nitely many times during C . Let s2 be the

state after Pv exe uted h1v for the last time. If for some neighbor xu :v 6= xv
in s2 , then either 4u or 5u are eventually exe uted whi h sets requestu .
By Theorem 3 h1u is exe uted in C . Let us onsider xu :v = xv for every
neighbor Pv in s2 . Sin e h1u is enabled in the proje tion of s2 and xu :v = xv
for every neighbor Pv the h1u is also enabled in s2 . sin e requestu is leared
in s2 and h1u is enabled, then 6u is enabled and remains enabled until
exe uted. 6u sets requestu whi h leads to eventual exe ution of h1u .
{ A neighbor Pv of Pu exe utes h1v in nitely many times. This implies that
1v and 2v are exe uted in nitely often. If u < v by R7 , xv = xu :v when
1v is enabled. Therefore Pu must exe ute either 4u or 5u in nitely often.
Also, when 4u is exe uted xv 6= xu :v . Therefore, requestu gets enabled
whi h leads to eventual exe ution of h1u .
Similar argument applies to the ase of u > v and R8 .

2
Theorem 6 (Soundness). If a omputation of C , C starts at a state where
IC holds, then the proje tion of C , H is a omputation of H.
Proof: By Corollary 1, when 2u is exe uted the images of the variables
used in H are equal to their respe tive sour es. Therefore, the proje tion of the
appli ation of 2u to a state of C is equivalent to the appli ation of h1u to the
proje tion of this state. Therefore the proje tion of C is a sequen e of states of
H su h that ea h onsequent state is produ ed by an appli ation of some h1 to
the previous state (Re all that nite stuttering is eliminated by the de nition of
a proje tion). Therefore, to prove that the proje tion of C is a omputation of
H we need to show that this proje tion is maximal and fair.
There an be two ases. If C is nite, by Theorem 5 the proje tion of this
omputation ends in a xpoint. Therefore, the proje tion is maximal. Sin e any
nite omputation is fair, this proje tion is a omputation of H .
If C is in nite, by Theorem 5 the proje tion of this omputation annot end
in a xpoint. Lemma 7 implies that this omputation is going to be fair.
2
We all a state s of C lean if for any pro ess Pu , readyu is leared and the
only guard that is possibly enabled at s is 6u . Let u < v . In a lean state only
6u be enabled in Pu . Thus the following should also be true in every lean state:

{
{
{
{

the token is held by au :v , that is: au :v = bv :u = v :u = du :v ;
sin e readyv is leared, ru :v and yu :v are also leared;
xu :v = xv ;
requestu is leared.

Theorem 7 (Completeness). For every omputation H there exists a omputation of C the proje tion of whi h is H .
Proof: Let s0 ; s1 ; s2 ; : : : be H . We prove the theorem by onstru ting C
su h that the proje tion of C is H .
Let t0 be a lean state of C su h that for every Pu the value of xu is the
same as in s0 . Thus the proje tion of t0 is s0 . In a lean state for the value
of xu :v is the same as the sour e xv . Therefore, if gu :k is enabled in t0 , it also
evaluates to true in s0 . Therefore, 6u is enabled in t0 . The exe ution of 6u sets
requestu and, therefore, enables 1u .
Let s1 be a state produ ed by exe uting of gu :k at s0 . The exe ution of 1u
in rements au :v for every neighbor Pv su h that u < v . Thus au :v relinquishes
the token. If au :v does not have the token there is an enabled GC su h that the
exe ution of this GC passes the token further until au :v re-a quires the token.
Let us assume that after t1 , C ontains the sequen e of states su h that
every state of this sequen e is produ ed by exe uting a GC that passes the
token as des ribed in the previous paragraph. This sequen e ends in a state ti
where Pv has readyu set and for every neighbor Pv , au :v = du :v . Furthermore,
rv :u is leared for every neighbor Pv . Thus 2u is enabled at ti .

Note that the sequen e of states t0 ; : : : ; ti does not exe ute any GC of H.
Therefore the proje tion of this sequen e produ es just one state - s0 .
Let ti+1 be the state produ ed by exe uting 2u at ti . The exe ution of 2u
at ti+1 in rements au :v for every neighbor Pv su h that u > v . Similar to the
argument above we an onstru t a sequen e whi h leads to the state tj where
au :v = du :v for all neighbor Pv . Note that ti+1 ; : : : ; tj does not exe ute any GC
of H. Therefore the proje tion of this sequen e onto H produ es just one state
- s1 .
Note also that tj is a lean state. Similarly we an atta h a sequen e of states
to C that proje ts to s2 . Continuing in this manner we an onstru t a sequen e
of states C su h that the proje tion of it produ es H . If H is nite then C
ends in a lean state where no 6 is enabled (i.e. a xpoint). If H is in nite, so
is C .
It remains to be proven that C is fair. Note, that all GC that got enabled
between t0 and tj were exe uted ex ept for the GCs that orrespond to GCs
enabled in s0 . Note also that the GC that hanges s0 into s1 was exe uted
between t0 and tj . Sin e H is fair and all enabled GCs are eventually exe uted,
C is also fair.
2

5 Extensions and Con luding Remarks
In this paper we presented a te hnique for stabilization-preserving atomi ity renement of on urrent programs. The re nement enables design of stabilizing
programs in simple but restri tive model and implementation in a more omplex
but eÆ ient model. Our re nement is based on a stabilizing, bounded-spa e, dining philosopher program in the more omplex model. It is sound and omplete,
and xpoint- and fairness-preserving.
In on lusion, we dis uss three notable extensions of our re nement.

5.1 Semanti s Re nement
Consider the semanti s re nement problem where the abstra t model employs
interleaving semanti s and the on rete model employs power-set semanti s. We
show how our re nement an be used to solve this problem. To demonstrate
that our atomi ity re nement is appli able to semanti s re nement for powerset semanti s we show that for a low-atomi ity program a power-set omputation
is equivalent to an interleaving omputation.
Two omputations are equivalent if in both omputations every Pu exe utes
the same sequen e of GCs and when a GC exe utes the values of the variables it
reads are the same. Re all that in a omputation under interleaving semanti s
(interleaving omputation) ea h onsequent state is produ ed by the exe ution
of one of the GC that is enabled in the pre eding state. In a omputation under
power-set semanti s (power-set omputation) ea h onsequent state is produ ed
by the exe ution of any number of GCs that are enabled in the pre eding state.

Theorem 8. For every power-set omputation of a low-atomi ity program there
is an equivalent interleaving omputation.
Proof: To prove the theorem it is suÆ ient to demonstrate that for every pair
of onsequent states (s1 , s2 ) of power-set omputation there is an equivalent
sequen e of states of interleaving omputation. The GCs exe uted in s1 are
either syn hs or updates. Clearly, if the syn hs are exe uted one after another
and followed by the updates the resulting interleaving sequen e is equivalent to
the pair (s1 , s2 ).
2
5.2 Generalization to Drinking Philosophers Problem
Our re nement solution an be generalized to drinking philosophers problem
[6℄ to further in rease on urren y of the omputation of the program. In the
argument below we assume that H has multiple GCs. GCs of H on i t (a e t
ea h other) if one of them writes (updates) the variables the other GC reads.
DP enfor es MX of exe ution of GCs of H among neighbor pro esses. This is
done regardless of whether these GCs a tually on i t.
In DP to ensure MX among neighbor pro esses every pair of neighbors Pu
and Pv maintains a sequen e of handshake variables Huv . Sending a token along
this handshake sequen e is used to inform the neighbor if the pro ess is entering or exiting its CS. In a similar manner, Pu and Pv an have a sequen e of
handshake variables for every pair of of on i ting guarded ommands. Then if
a GC of H gets enabled the tokens are sent along ea h sequen e to prevent the
on i ting guarded ommands from exe uting on urrently. 1 In the meantime
non- on i ting GCs an exe ute on urrently.

5.3 Extension to Message-Passing Systems
Our re nement is further extended into message-passing model where the proesses ommuni ate via nite apa ity lossy hannels. To do so the underlying
DP has to be modi ed so as it works in this model as follows.
The sequen e of handshake variables Huv between a pair of neighbors Pu
and Pv is used in DP for pro ess Pu to pass some information to Pv and get
an a knowledgment that this information has been re eived. In message-passing
systems an alternating-bit proto ol (ABP) an be used for the same purpose. A
formal model of dealing with lossy bounded hannels in message-passing systems
as well as a stabilizing ABP is presented in [14℄.
In this ase Pu sends the value of a handshake variable (together with the rest
of its state) to its neighbor in a message. If the message is lost it is retransmitted
by a timeout. When Pu re eives the message it opies the state of Pv (in luding
the handshake variable) into its image variables and sends a reply ba k to Pu .
When Pu gets the reply it knows that Pv got the original message. It has been
1

More pre isely: the tokens are sent to the pro esses with higher ids before the GC
is exe uted and to the pro esses with smaller ids afterwards.

proven that the ABP stabilizes when the range of the handshake variables is
greater than the sum of the apa ity of the hannels between Pu and Pv and in
the opposite dire tion [14℄.
When H rea hes a xpoint the values of the variables of pro esses of C extended to message passing system do not hange. Thus C is in a quies ent state.
It is well-known [13℄ that a stabilizing message-passing program annot rea h a
xpoint. Therefore the extension of DP to message-passing systems no longer
xpoint-preserving: the timeout has to be exe uted even if the proje tion of the
program has rea hed a xpoint.
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Appendix
A Ring stabilization
Theorem 9. The disjun tion of the following predi ates is stabilizing for DP .

8(Pu ; Pv ) 2 N :

(au :v = bv :u = v :u = dv :u) _
(au :v 6= bv :u = v :u = dv :u) _
(au :v = bv :u =
6 v :u = dv :u) _
(au :v = bv :u = v :u 6= dv :u)

(R9 )
(R10 )
(R11 )
(R12 )

Proof:

We show losure rst. Out of ten GCs of Pu and Pv only dp1u , dp2u ,
dp4v , dp3v , and dp4u an a e t the predi ates. When R9 holds, only dp1u or
dp2u an be enabled (depending on whether v is greater or smaller than u).
When R10 , R11 , R12 hold only dp4v , dp3v and dp4u are enabled respe tively.
Note that the exe ution of the enabled GC brings the program to a state where
one of the predi ates holds.
We demonstrate onvergen e by redu tion of the program to Dijkstra K-state
token ir ulation algorithm [9℄. The di eren e between our handshake sequen e
and Dijkstra's algorithm is that dp1u (or dp2u ) may or may not be enabled when
au :v = dv :u. If the exe ution of the dp1u (or dp2u ) is weakly fair wrt au :v =
dv :u in some omputation C . Then Huv behaves like Dijkstra's algorithm and
stabilizes. If exe ution of the dp1u (or dp2u ) is not weakly fair wrt au :v = dv :u in
au :v = dv :u then there is an in nite suÆx of the omputation where au :v = dv :u
and au :v is not in remented. Clearly then, the program stabilizes to R9 .
2

B A ronyms and Notation
A ronyms
MX
mutual ex lusion problem
DP
dining philosophers problem
CS
riti al se tion
GC
guarded ommand
ABP
alternating-bit proto ol
Notation
P
a program
DP
dining philosophers program
H
high-atomi ity program
C
re ned program
P
pro ess
N
neighbor relation between pro esses
i; j; k; u; v pro ess identi ers
Pu ; P v
neighbor pro esses
R; S
predi ates
a; b; ; d handshake variables
Huv
sequen e of handshake variables between Pu and Pv
s; t
program states
IDP
invariant of DP
IC
invariant of C
H
omputation of H
C
omputation of C

